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Scientific/chemical literacy is currently the goal of science education in many
countries. Students' chemical literacy can be developed through an innovative
learning strategy that explicitly direct student learning to aspects of chemical
literacy. This research aimed to examine the effectiveness of SOIE (Strengthening,
Orientation, Investigation, and Evaluation) innovative learning strategies on
students' chemical literacy. The study used a quasi-experiment with pretest-posttest
control group design. The research subjects consisted of two classes (N=68) first
year students in a public university: the experimental (n = 34) and the control (n =
34) groups. The experimental group was taught using the SSI context based SOIE
strategy, while the control group was taught using conventional methods. Students'
chemical literacy was measured using a chemical literacy test (r = 0.761) and the
data were analysed using ANCOVA. The results showed that the innovative
strategy significantly improves students' chemical literacy, and it greatly affected
all aspects of chemical literacy measured (e.g. content, epistemic, and procedural
knowledge). The average score of each aspect in the experimental group was
higher than that of students in the control group. The research implication lies in
incorporating explicit literacy aspects and socio-scientific issues in chemistry
learning.
Keywords: chemical literacy, SOIE strategy, socio-scientific issues, science, teaching
INTRODUCTION
Science education in various developed and developing countries currently focus on
developing scientific literacy (Fives et al., 2014; Barnea et al., 2010; AAAS, 2013;
NGSS, 2013; NRC, 2012) and chemical literacy (Kohen et al., 2019; Sjöström & Eilks,
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2018). Indonesia is also developing science education standards that focus on improving
scientific literacy skills (Ni'mah, 2019; Ardiyanti, 2019). This effort begins because, in a
survey conducted by the Program of International Student Assessment (PISA),
Indonesian students aged 15-16 years-old are low in achievement. Indonesian students
are in the top 10 from the bottom among PISA countries (Argina et al., 2017; Nida et
al., 2020). Therefore, science educators in Indonesia are trying to find the best solution
to improve students' scientific literacy skills. One of the methods suggested by science
education research is through a learning process (Fakhriyah et al., 2017). The low
scientific literacy results from the PISA survey can be used to predict that chemical
literacy at higher education levels is also low. The development of chemical literacy will
contribute to the development of scientific literacy in general (Shwartz et al., 2006).
This study aims to develop students' chemical literacy by improving the quality of the
learning process, especially through a learning strategy.
Chemical literacy emphasizes the skills of students to understand and explain
phenomena with explicit language, read, write, evaluate information, communicate
ideas, and use chemical concepts in making decisions (Cigdemoglu et al., 2017). To be a
chemical literate person, he/she must think critically to make the right decisions and
explain science-related problems through contexts or phenomena in everyday life
(Bybee, 1997; Sandoval et al., 2016; Sjøberg, 2018). Therefore, chemical literacy can
lead to the skill to understand science phenomenon. Chemical concepts will be the basis
for understanding how the universe works and how humans should respond to existing
natural events (Çiğdemoğlu et al., 2017; Hofstein et al., 2011; Jho et al., 2014; Overman
et al., 2014; Rahayu, 2017; Ratcliffe, 2003; Sjöström & Eilks, 2018; Traianou, 2006).
People who have chemical literacy skills will understand what causes global warming,
for example, how the process is from a chemical perspective, and what steps to be taken
to reduce the impact of global warming from an individual, social, economic, political,
and ethical perspectives.
Several approaches or strategies to improve scientific literacy have been applied and
researched. The examples are the Science-Technology-Society (STS) and ScienceTechnology-Society-Environment (STSE) approaches. Yalvac et al. (2007)
recommended that science teachers teach science knowledge through a scientific context
so that students can find the relationship and meaning of science concepts with their
daily lives. Chanapimuk et al. (2018) examined the STSE approach in science learning
by raising chemical coating on corn plants, the use of many insecticides on plants, and
growth hormones in banana plants. The study showed an increase in students' scientific
literacy skills and suggested the importance of maximizing team or group cooperation in
helping them practice scientific literacy skills. However, in its implementation, some
researchers have found that STS and STSE have not touched the epistemic aspect as an
indicator of scientific literacy (Chowdhurry, 2016; Zeidler et al., 2005). Both
approaches have not involved students in context and argument and have not developed
the skills to make decisions based on scientific evidence (Roberts & Bybee, 2014;
Zeidler, 2003). Still, in line with the ideas of the STS and STSE approaches, suggestions
emerged to teach science through socio-scientific issues (SSI), which have more
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humanistic, relevant, real, and controversial characteristics in public (Aikenhead, 2005;
Calabrase, 2003; Tal & Kadmi, 2006).
Students' chemical literacy can be improved through approaches that involve socioscientific issues (SSI) or contexts that are relevant to students' daily lives, local or global
community life (Stukey et al., 2013; Childs et al., 2015). SSI is based on issues or
controversial issues in the universe that requires students to consider complex facts and
integrate several related opinions and arguments to find solutions and alternatives in the
future (Rahayu, 2017, 2018; Sadler, 2004; Sadler & Zeidler, 2005; Sadler & Donelly,
2006; Zeidler & Sadler, 2009). It is believed that science learning in the SSI context
supports the students’ achievement of scientific literacy skills, such as content
knowledge (Yörük, 2010), argumentation (Tyson, Treagust, & Bucat, 1999), scientific
explanations (Kinslow et al., 2019), and decision-making (Zeidler & Sadler, 2009).
Several studies have been conducted on using the SSI context and the results have been
varied. For example, many students do not have sufficient knowledge to relate problems
in SSI with the scientific concepts that underlie them (Bybee, 1997; Osborne & Collins,
2001). A study by Herman (2015) showed that scientific literacy skills, such as the skills
to argue, think critically, ethics and morals, appeared in students as learning
experiences. Students started to show their awareness of the global warming impact and
paid more attention to the environment. It seems that the use of the SSI context needs to
be accompanied by an appropriate and effective learning strategy to improve chemical
literacy.
Scientific literacy based on the PISA framework, requires three competencies, such as
the ability to explain scientific phenomena, carry out scientific evaluation and
investigation, and interpret scientific data and evidence (NRC, 2012; OECD, 2017). The
types of knowledge needed to achieve the competencies are content, procedural, and
epistemic knowledge. Content knowledge is the understanding of scientific or chemical
concepts that have something to do with the studied natural phenomena. Procedural
knowledge is practical knowledge that helps students understand science empirically
through measurement, variable control, experimental procedures, and communicating
data. Meanwhile, epistemic knowledge includes an understanding of the focus of the
problem, observation, theory, hypothesis, strategy, and arguments that play a role in
science, recognition of various forms of scientific inquiry, and the role that expert
commentary plays in building credible knowledge.
This research focuses on achieving chemical literacy related to the concepts of chemical
equilibrium and chemical kinetics. Both topics are essential in chemistry curriculum
(Justi, 2002), although it is quite complicated to students (Julião, 2018; Pintrich, 2002;
Tsai & Jack, 2019). Students’ difficulties in understanding both topics are caused by the
lack of integration the concepts with students' real life (Bulte et al., 2006; O'Toole et al.,
2020). In fact, chemistry is closely related to everyday life, and the concepts that contain
many social scientific problems are reaction rate (Nurlatifah et al., 2018; Pluta et al.,
2011) and chemical equilibrium (Eilks, 2002). Therefore, problems in SSI related to
chemical equilibrium and kinetics can be developed in this study.
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Studies carried out on the 2006 and 2015 PISA data based on science in several Asian
and European countries showed that science with guided inquiry could improve students'
scientific literacy skills (Aditomo & Klieme, 2020; Lau & Lam, 2017; Kobarg et al.,
2011; Cairns & Areepattamannil, 2017; Forbes et al., 2020). The data also shows that
low scientific literacy skills are associated with low student experience in inquiry. On
the other hand, research on the effect of inquiry learning with SSI context on several
aspects has been carried out. For example, Mahanani et al. (2019) examined the impact
of inquiry learning with SSI context on high school students, and the results showed that
students' critical thinking skills and explanatory skills improved. Similar studies show
that inquiry-based SSI contexts can improve sociological reasoning, decision making,
scientific literacy, and ethical thinking (Sadler, Barab, & Scott, 2007; Walker & Zeidler,
2007; Saunders & Rennie, 2011). However, studies examining the effects of inquiry
learning strategies with SSI context for training chemical literacy skills at the university
level are still limited.
Studies related to the implementation of a learning strategy to improve chemical literacy
have been done such as by Herscovitz, Kaberman, & Dori (2012); Çiğdemoğlu, Arslan, &
Cam (2017); Rahayu (2018); Kohen, Herscovitz, & Dori (2020). However, there was no
other study which develop a learning strategy to improve chemical literacy skills at the
university level, especially using the topic of kinetics and chemical equilibrium.
This study aims to examine the effectiveness of the SOIE strategy in improving students'
chemical literacy by optimizing the SSI context and inquiry skills. The strategy is
constructivist and inquiry-based and applies SSI characteristics (i.e. humanistic,
relevant, real, and controversial) and the competencies needed to train students'
chemical literacy skills. Inquiry-based learning involves students in finding main
problems, collecting and analysing data, and arguing regarding the results of
investigations. Inquiry-based learning can not only improve concept understanding but
can also train students' procedural and epistemic skills, which are components of content
knowledge of scientific literacy (Aditomo & Klieme, 2020; Areepattamannil, 2012;
Overton & Mcgarvey, 2017; Sandoval et al., 2000; Shwartz et al., 2006). Through the
implementation of SOIE learning strategies with SSI context, inquiry, and
constructivism, theoretically, students can develop chemical literacy skills, including the
skill to understand chemical concepts, procedural knowledge, and epistemic knowledge.
The SOIE strategy consisted of four stages of learning: strengthening, orientation,
investigation, and evaluation. Strengthening becomes the first phase before new
concepts are introduced to students through the SSI context. In this phase students are
invited to recall their prior knowledge as a prerequisite to the learning new concepts. It
is very important for students to relate prior concepts to the learning of new chemistry
concepts and to understand the relationship between concepts (Donald, 2002) and the
prior knowledge is the significant factor for students’ success in learning chemistry
(Boujaoude and Giuliano, 1991)
A chemically literate person has the competence in explaining scientific phenomena,
evaluating and designing scientific investigations and interpreting scientific data and
evidence. Starting from this view, in the SOIE strategy, there is an Orientation on SSI
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phase. Several controversial scientific phenomena were raised in a SSI context. Students
are encouraged to understand SSI context through discussion of social issues related to
science and the application of science and technology in large or potential industries
(Solomon & Aikenhead, 1994; Saunders & Rennie, 2013; Tsai & Jack, 2019).
The follow-up phase of the Orientation phase is the Investigation phase. In this phase
students are trained to be able to solve problems through scientific methods, namely
formulating problems, determining hypotheses, collecting data, analyzing data, and
drawing conclusions (Miller, 2002; Atkins, 2015). Through group discussions, students
will be trained in conveying ideas and opinions that are supported by facts and scientific
evidence. As it is well known that problem solving skills and conveying ideas / opinions
are competencies that must be achieved by students to be able to become a chemically
literate person. The evaluation phase is the final phase of the SOIE strategy. In this
phase, an evaluation of the learning process is carried out, in the form of feedback
regarding the understanding the reaction rate and chemical equilibrium topics.
The formulation of the research problem is:
1.
2.

Does the implementation of the SOIE strategy in the context of socio-scientific
issues affect students' chemical literacy skills?
How much influence does the SOIE learning strategy have on the knowledge
aspects of chemical literacy (content, epistemic, and procedural)?

METHOD
Research Design
This study used a quasi-experiment with a pretest and posttest control group design
(Creswell, 2012) to examine the effect of the SOIE learning strategy with SSI context on
students' chemical literacy skills implemented in Chemical Equilibrium and Chemical
Kinetics. Determination of the experimental class and control class using a simple
random sampling technique. The experimental class was taught using SOIE learning
strategies while the control class used expository learning. The time duration of each
lesson was the same in all groups (90 min). The data collection instruments in this study
use chemical literacy tests and learning achievement tests and are supported by
structured observation and interviews. The data were analyzed descriptively and
followed by statistics. In order to strengthen the explanation and validity of the data, we
used confirmation triangulation and theory that underlies the findings.
Subject and Data Collection
The research subjects were first-year students (freshmen) of the chemical education
study program (N = 68) at a public university in Indonesia who took Basic Chemistry
courses. Subjects came from two classes and were first tested with an initial ability test
related to stoichiometry, solutions, and the concept of acids and bases. The test scores
were analysed through the independent t-test with SPSS to see whether there was a
difference in their initial abilities. This test obtained a p-value of 0.11, which indicated
that the two classes had no difference in initial ability. The two classes were then
randomized to determine the experimental group (N = 34) and the control group (N =
34). The study was conducted for six months, from January to early May 2019. The
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experimental group was taught by a lecturer using the SSI context-based SOIE strategy,
and the control group was taught by a different lecturer using conventional methods
(expository learning), which are lectures and algorithmic exercises.
Teaching Program
The strategy applied in this study consisted of four phases: strengthening prior
knowledge, orientation on SSI, investigation, and evaluation (SOIE). The strengthening
phase aims to link students' initial abilities with new concepts and the SSI context and
strengthen their initial skills. According to Piaget (1954), knowledge is not static but
continues to develop and change because students face new experiences that force them
to build and modify previous knowledge. The orientation phase aims to adapt socioscientific issues (SSI) to students through discussion activities (Bossér, 2015; Hancock,
2019). The investigation phase aims to invite students to conduct inquiry activities by
investigating the chemistry topic being studied related to the SSI context and practicing
arguments online or offline. The evaluation phase aims to assess or provide feedback on
how students understand the concepts being taught.
The steps for implementing the SOIE strategy in the context of socio-scientific issues
(SSI) can be seen in detail in Table 1 below.
Table 1
The syntax of the SSI context-based SOIE strategy
Phase
Strengthening
Prior
Knowledge
Orientation
on SSI

Activities
Identification and
strengthening of
prerequisite
concepts
Problem analysis

Planning
investigation
Investigation

Collecting Data
(offline)

Elaboration
with SSI
context (online)

Communication
(offline)
Evaluation

Description
Students are shown learning videos related to the SSI context, questions,
and answers related to the prerequisite concepts in the video.

Students listen to lecturers' brief explanations regarding new concepts,
read and examine SSI context problems in teaching materials and
worksheets, identify variables in the SSI context, discuss the variables
found and formulate problems and hypotheses.
Students discuss in groups to determine what data is needed to solve
problems in the SSI context and develop investigative procedures to be
carried out.
Each group of students uses references related to the context they have
obtained previously (a week before the lecture, students are asked to
look for references about the given context). Next, students discuss
classifying scientific information from various sources and other
references. Students interpret the data on the references with the
guidance of the lecturer.
Students look back at the SSI context that has been discussed in class
(offline). In synchronous online meetings, students discuss with the
lecturer on the discussion forum about the progress of the investigation
and the obstacles that may be faced, put forward arguments, clarify
results, and conclude the results of the investigation.
Each group presents the results of their investigation and discussion in
front of the class. Students listen to feedback (reflections) from other
groups and lecturers.
The lecturer evaluates how learning success has been carried out, and
the students conclude essential things from what has been discussed.
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The SSI context used in learning with the SOIE strategy was global warming and other
scientific phenomena related to global warmings, such as (1) NOx pollutant gases in the
atmosphere. This context discusses the exhaust gases of NOx motorized vehicles and
their chemical reactions in the atmosphere, which can exacerbate global warming; (2)
The greenhouse effect in Indonesia. This context discusses the causes of the greenhouse
effect caused by CO2, N2O, CH4, and CFC gases, and the sources of greenhouse gases
and their impacts; (3) Ocean acidification. This context discusses one of the effects
caused by global warming, namely the decrease in the pH of seawater which damages
marine ecosystems.
Research Instruments
The research instrument is a chemical literacy test developed using the PISA framework.
There are three competencies measured in the test: (1) explaining social scientific
phenomena; (2) interpretation of data and scientific evidence; and (3) evaluation and
design of scientific investigations. The test also measures three types of knowledge
needed to achieve chemical literacy competencies: content knowledge, procedural
knowledge, and epistemic knowledge (PISA, 2015; OECD, 2015; Shwartz et al., 2006).
The chemical literacy test consists of 30 essay questions with short answers. Two
professors and four lecturers in chemistry education tested the content and construct
validity of the test using validation instruments and obtained an instrument validity of
96%. These results indicate that the instrument is valid for use in research. The test was
tested on 84 students who took Basic Chemistry II courses, and the Cronbach Alpha
reliability was obtained, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Cronbach alpha value for chemical literacy skills test items
Item
Content
Epistemic
Procedural
Overall

Cronbach Alpha Value (r)
0.712
0.680
0.755
0.761

The reliability of the test and every aspect of scientific literacy measured indicate that
the test is reliable. According to Majid (2004), a useful questionnaire reliability index
results in a value higher than 0.60. Examples of chemical literacy problems can be found
in the Appendix.
Data Analysis
The data were analysed descriptively to see the percentage of chemical literacy skills
with a significance of p = 0.05. The prerequisite test used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
for the normality test and the Levene test for the homogeneity test. To test the first
research question, to find out whether there was a significant difference in chemical
literacy abilities between the experimental group and the control group, the statistical
analysis used was the ANCOVA test. All analysis results obtained were significant if a
significance value of p <0.05 was obtained. ANCOVA statistical analysis of students'
answer scores used the SPSS 22.0 program.
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The second research question was examined by implementing the Cohen's d effect size
to find out how much the SOIE learning strategy's effectiveness in improving every
aspect of knowledge in chemical literacy (content knowledge, procedural knowledge,
and epistemic knowledge).
Also, to testing the validity and reliability of the item questions from the developed
chemical literacy test, the test went through the interrater reliability estimation process
to assess the agreement between the raters in assessing each students’ responses. In this
study, two people were involved in the interrater process. The agreement between raters
is analysed using the kappa coefficient with a rating scale of 0 to 1, where a score of 1
indicates perfect agreement and a score of 0 indicates no agreement. The reliability test
results showed that the kappa coefficient value obtained was 0.89, which indicates that
both raters had the same assessment.
FINDINGS
RQ1. Does the implementation of the SOIE strategy in the context of socioscientific issues affect students' chemical literacy skills?
The data obtained from this study were the test scores of students' chemical literacy
skills from the experimental and the control groups. Table 3 below presents a
descriptive recapitulation of the research results.
Table 3
Descriptive analysis results of students' chemical literacy test results
Group
Experimental
Control

Scores
Pretest
Posttest
Pretest
Posttest

Maximum
55
79
57
63

Minimum
25
31
20
27

Mean
39.07
57.26
32.46
48.54

Standard Deviation
9.31
10.20
8.67
9.51

Based on Table 3, the average mean scores of pretest and posttest in the experimental
group are higher than the control group. These results indicate that the SOIE learning
strategy in the experimental group gives better results than the control group.
To test the hypothesis, the data from the chemical literacy test were analysed using the
ANCOVA test. Before carrying out this test, a prerequisite test was carried out through
the normality test with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Levene test for
homogeneity test.
Based on the normality test results, the pretest and posttest data for both groups obtained
a significance value of ≥ 0.05, which indicates that all data were normally distributed.
The data homogeneity test used the Levene test and the significance value (Sig.) based
on the mean was 0.400 ≥ 0.05, so it can be concluded that the variance of the
experimental group and control group data was homogeneous. Because the learning
outcome data for the experimental group and the control group have met the normal and
homogeneous criteria, the analysis can be continued with the ANCOVA test.
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The SOIE learning strategy with SSI context's effectiveness can be seen by comparing
the chemical literacy skills of the experimental group and the control group. Table 4
shows the ANCOVA test results to determine whether there is an effect of implementing
the SOIE learning strategy with SSI context on students' chemical literacy skills.
Tabel 4
ANCOVA test analysis results on students' chemical literacy skills
Group
Experimental
Control

N
34
34

Mean
57.26
48.54

SD
10.20
9.51

F
4.421

Sig (p)
0.039

From the SPSS output in Table 4, the sig. value is obtained for the chemical literacy
pretest covariate of 0.000 <0.05. This data indicates that at the 95% confidence level, it
can be said that there is an effect of the initial ability (pretest) on students' chemical
literacy skills. From the same SPSS output, the sig. for changes in learning strategies is
0.039 <0.05. It indicates that there is an effect of implementing the SOIE learning
strategy with SSI context on students' chemical literacy.
RQ 2. How much influence does the SOIE learning strategy have on the knowledge
aspects of chemical literacy (content, epistemic, and procedural)?
The results of the analysis per chemical literacy aspect are presented in Table 5.
Table 5
Descriptive analysis results of students' chemical literacy test results for three chemical
literacy aspects
Scores
Pretest

Posttest

Chemical
Aspects
Content
Epistemic
Procedural
Content
Epistemic
Procedural

Literacy

Maximum

Minimum

Mean

Standard Deviation

70
64
67
83
73
85

27
9
0
40
21
30

47.91
25.15
20.91
66.18
45.35
56.56

11.93
14.03
17.28
10.87
14.06
12.46

Based on Table 5, the average score for the content aspect is higher than the average for
the epistemic and procedural aspects. The average value of epistemic aspects is the
lowest among the three aspects. From the comparison of pretest scores for the three
aspects, procedural aspects are the lowest among the three aspects of chemical literacy.
The standard deviation of posttest scores for epistemic aspects is the highest among the
three aspects of chemical literacy.
Students' chemical literacy skills are viewed from three aspects: knowledge related to
chemical concepts (content), procedural knowledge, and epistemic knowledge. The
ANCOVA test was carried out to see a more specific effect on the three aspects of
knowledge. The results are presented in Table 6.
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Tabel 6
ANCOVA test analysis results of students' chemical literacy aspects
Knowledge Aspect
Content
Epistemic
Prosedural

N
34
34
34

Mean
29.37
16.14
38.17

SD
16.10
21.99
9.32

F
4.510
17.308
9.546

Sig (p)
0.037
0.000
0.003

Further analysis was carried out to determine how effective the SOIE learning strategy
in improving every aspect of knowledge on students' chemical literacy using Cohen's d
effect size test. The results of the analysis are presented in Table 7.
Table 7
Effect size Cohen's D test results from chemical literacy aspects
Knowledge Aspect
Content Aspect
Epistemic Aspect
Procedural Aspect

Effect Size
1.601
1.438
2.367

Description
Large
Large
Large

Based on the results of Cohen's d effect size test in Table 8, the three aspects of
knowledge have a significant influence. However, from the results obtained, the
procedural aspect has the largest effect size compared to the content and epistemic
aspects, while the epistemic aspect has the lowest effect size.
DISCUSSION
The ANCOVA test results are presented in Table 5, showing that the SOIE learning
strategy with SSI context can significantly improve chemical literacy skills in the
experimental group (F = 0.039, p <0.05), which indicates that there is an influence from
the SOIE strategy. These results are supported by the data in Tables 3 and Table 6,
where the mean score of the experimental group is higher than the control group, and
there is an increase in the average score of students' chemical literacy skills after the
implementation of the SOIE learning strategy. Several factors cause this, one of which is
that the SOIE strategy can hone students' thinking skills. One of the competencies that
must be achieved to be able to literate in chemistry is to explain the SSI phenomenon.
The SOIE learning strategy trains some of the thinking skills needed in chemical literacy
using several methods: the discussion method, the scientific inquiry method, and the
group work method. The group discussion method is one of the stages in the SOIE
learning strategy with SSI context. The SSI context related to global warming is
discussed in groups under the guidance of a lecturer.
The result show that implementation of SOIE strategy is more effective in improving
student chemical literacy compared with the conventional learning (expository learning).
The experimental group taught using the SOIE strategy got a better result because the
learning process focuses on honing the various thinking skills needed in chemical
literacy. Critical thinking and inquiry skills, which are thinking skills trained in the SOIE
strategy, can improve students' ability to analyze and understand scientific phenomena
from the given SSI context. This result is in line with Sutiani, Situmorang & Silalahi
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study that inquiry learning can increase student activity, motivation, interest and critical
thinking skills (Sutiani, Situmorang, & Silalahi, 2021). In addition, the problem-solving
skills that were trained in the experimental class made them accustomed to analyzing
and finding solutions to scientific problems that existed in the SSI context. These results
are in line with studies conducted by Çiğdemoğlu & Geban where contexts that are
relevant to student life can improve chemical literacy skills (Çiğdemoğlu & Geban,
2015).
Previous research, which also used the discussion method through the SSI context, was
significantly able to arouse curiosity and a sense of awe and wonder in students that
many can be explored more in-depth on the same science topic (Zeidler, 2014; Kahn &
Zeidler, 2019). Several previous studies that used SSI context found students actively
integrate their knowledge to strengthen information acceptance, deepen understanding,
and can make decisions that consider many aspects, including morals and ethics (Eilks,
2002; Jho & Yoon, 2014; Tsai & Jack, 2019; Lee et al., 2012). In this study, through
group discussions, students were able to explain scientific phenomena such as global
warming and evaluate explanations related to scientific phenomena from various
perspectives. This study also suggests the importance of maximizing team or group
collaboration to help them practice chemical literacy skills.
The SOIE learning strategy with SSI context trains problem solving and inquiry skills by
adopting the scientific inquiry method in the steps of the SOIE strategy, such as the
ability to identify problems, to make problem formulations, to conclude process steps in
scientific inquiry. However, students sometimes have difficulty in solving problems.
This might because of their limited knowledge of science and often fail to consider and
link to broader social and global aspects (Hofstein et al., 2011; Herman, 2015; Khishfe,
2012; Liu et al., 2011). Simultaneously, problem-solving skills are among the basic
skills needed in scientific literacy, which are also elements of scientific inquiry and
scientific knowledge (Khalick et al., 2004; Vieira, 2014). In this study, these thinking
skills were trained in the Investigation phase, which was carried out offline and online to
overcome the lack of time in training scientific literacy skills. The habit of reading
various references and writing down the results of the reading process is a way for
students to analyze, interpret data, and draw conclusions (Cigdemoglu & Geban, 2015).
The chemical literacy skills through the use of SSI context with the theme of NOx gas
pollution, the greenhouse effect, and ocean acidification requires students to explore the
focus of the problem, to find answers by integrating chemical concepts, reliable
scientific data, and experimental results that can support the results of student’s
investigations.
Chemical literacy in this study measures competence in three aspects: content,
epistemic, and procedural aspects. Of the three aspects of chemical literacy that have a
large effect size, the SOIE learning strategy with SSI context shows very effective for
the three aspects of chemical literacy. In the content aspect, the effect size obtained is
1.061, which indicates that the SOIE strategy has a large effect on the content aspect.
The reason is that when implementing the SOIE strategy, the lecturer used the SSI
context that is genuinely relevant and related not only to student life but also closely
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related to the chemical concepts to be taught. The SSI context has a connection that is
relevant to the science concepts, students’ daily life, and global phenomena that occur in
society so that students can more easily understand science content through the SSI
context (Dauer & Long, 2015; Klosterman & Sadler, 2010; Peel et al., 2019; Kolstø,
2006; Sadler, 2004; Zeidler, 2003). Besides, SOIE learning steps in the "Orientation"
phase and the "Investigation" phase help students hone their skills to argue and think
critically in solving problems related to the SSI context. So students not only gain depth
of knowledge related to the SSI context raised but also deepen knowledge of chemical
concepts. The depth of science content or useful concepts from students can improve
scientific literacy skills (NRC, 1996; Ogunkola, 2013).
The epistemic knowledge aspect, which refers to acquiring scientific knowledge through
evaluation and validation of experimental designs related to procedures and findings
(OECD, 2016; PISA, 2015), is trained in the "Investigation" phase of the SOIE learning
strategy. From the epistemic aspect effect size test, it was obtained 1.438, which also
indicates that the SOIE strategy has a significant effect on the epistemic aspect. In the
SOIE strategy phases, students are trained to understand how to acquire scientific
knowledge through scientific methods such as formulating problems, making
hypotheses, analysing data, and making decisions. Students are also invited to assess the
scientific approach's validity and the tentative nature of scientific knowledge. The SSI
context used in this study leads to a deep epistemic understanding (Eastwood et al.,
2012). The increase in epistemic knowledge is based on the depth of previous
knowledge, good knowledge structures, conceptual understanding, and the ability to link
concepts (Pintrich, 2002; Hiebert & Carpenter, 1992; Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986). The
epistemic knowledge that is trained through SOIE learning strategies invites students to
reflect on what they already know, how they know it, why they believe it. Students'
epistemic knowledge from the SSI context teaches them that scientific knowledge is also
related and developed through social issues (Sandoval et al., 2000), such as global
warming, as in this study. Through a discussion process that provokes students to argue,
they can evaluate scientific information to build theories that can explain natural
phenomena, leading to the development of epistemic knowledge (Sandoval et al., 2000;
Kelly & Licona, 2018).
Implementing the SOIE strategy has a significant effect on aspects of procedural
knowledge, as evidenced by the effect size value of 2.367. Understanding related to
procedural knowledge is the process of how science is understood through observation,
building relationships between plans, hypotheses, and estimates, collecting and
interpreting data (PISA, 2015; Harlen, 2000; Harlen & Holroyd, 1995; Traianou, 2006).
Epistemic and procedural knowledge is always in line with the process of building
scientific knowledge. The data analysis results show that procedural knowledge has a
more significant effect than content knowledge. It indicates that students' procedural
knowledge does not represent their content knowledge. It is easier for students to
understand chemical concepts through systematic procedural knowledge. This result is
in line with the findings of Yilmaz and Yalçin (2012), where students find it challenging
to connect and change understanding related to procedural knowledge into
understanding content knowledge. The process of acquiring procedural knowledge is
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trained in the learning phases of the SSI context SOIE strategy, where students do
laboratory activity to understand chemical concepts by observing, collecting data,
analysing, and making decisions. Students then corroborated the laboratory activity
results obtained by seeking support for related scientific research data.
Based on the description of the implementation of the learning phases in SOIE strategy
with SSI context, it is illustrated that each phase can train chemical literacy skills
through the development of skills in three aspects of knowledge (content, epistemic, and
procedural). Through the phases of "strengthening, orientation, investigation and
evaluation" on the SOIE strategy, trained students can argue, link related chemical
concepts, carry out stages of the scientific method in solving problems to problemsolving. When students get used to doing these stages, chemical literacy skills can be
honed well.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
SOIE learning strategy with SSI context significantly affects student chemical literacy
skills related to the topics of chemical equilibrium and chemical kinetics. The chemical
literacy skills of students in the experimental group were better than the control group.
SOIE learning strategy highly contributes to the three aspects of knowledge in chemical
literacy (e.g. content, epistemic, and procedural knowledge).
The findings of this study imply the importance of an appropriate strategy for training
chemical literacy skills. The SOIE strategy specifically sharpens the thinking skills
needed to be able to literate in chemistry, such as: (1) critical and analytical thinking, (2)
problem solving, (3) conveying ideas and opinions through cooperative learning.
The implementation of the SOIE strategy is supported by learning tools that are also
designed to improve students' chemical literacy skills. For further research, other
researchers can develop even better learning tools specifically designed to hone critical
thinking skills and skills in problem solving that support increased chemical literacy
skills.
The implementation of the SOIE learning strategy with SSI context requires a more
careful preparation and learning design to maximize the implementation of each phase
of the SOIE strategy, including the availability of supporting facilities, especially to
optimize the online discussion. The strategy in current study, however, has not been
implemented optimal due to insufficient supporting facilities for online activity and only
used two topics, chemical kinetics and chemical equilibrium. For future research, the
next researchers could test the effectiveness of this learning strategy on other chemical
topics that can be more related to various SSI phenomena.
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APPENDIX
Examples of questions about content knowledge, procedural knowledge, and epistemic
knowledge
Knowledge
Aspect
Content

Examples of questions
Based on the context of "Ozone and CFCs", answer the questions according to your understanding.
Ozone and CFCs
The atmosphere is a layer of gases that covers the entire surface of the Earth. The atmosphere functions as a
protector of the Earth while maintaining the temperature and humidity on Earth. However, the atmosphere and
the gas components in the atmosphere are disrupted due to human activities on Earth, including the discharge
of factory waste gases into the air and the use of various CFC products. In the atmosphere, there is an ozone
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layer that protects living things from the dangers of ultraviolet radiation.
One of the causes of the depletion of the ozone layer in the atmosphere is CFC compounds. CFC compounds
are not formed in nature but are synthesized by humans used for various human purposes. Due to the nature of
CFCs that are non-toxic, non-flammable, inexpensive, and widely available, experts then created air
conditioning (Air Conditioning) which is currently commonly used in homes, offices, schools, and others.
Ironically, the ideal properties of CFCs are harmful to the Earth's atmosphere. CFC molecules and their
derivatives, such as CCl2F2, can survive in the atmosphere for 120 years. Sunlight can break the bonds in
CFCs to form very reactive Cl atomic radicals that react with ozone which reduces the ozone concentration in
the atmosphere. The radical atomic Cl turned out to be the catalyst for the ozone decomposition reaction after
being investigated, whose energy diagram is as follows:

Epistemic
Procedural

Questions:
a. Consider the energy diagram of the breakdown of ozone into oxygen in the presence of a Cl atomic
catalyst (from CFC). According to the diagram, what is the role of the Cl catalyst in the breakdown of
ozone?
b. Which of the following statements is correct about the energy diagram above!
[1] The reaction rate without a catalyst is lower than in the presence of a catalyst
[2] The reaction with the catalyst decreases the activation energy of the decomposition of ozone
[3] The reaction with a catalyst does not affect the ΔH value of ozone decomposition
[4] The Cl catalyst also reacts but is recovered after the reaction
c. Explain how the characteristics of the catalyst in the ozone decomposition reaction above?
The diagram in the context of 'Ozone and CFCs' interprets experimental data conducted by scientists. Are the
findings of scientific knowledge or scientific information always based on experiments? Explain why!
It is known that the tools and materials and the stages of the work procedure from the experiment determine
the factors that affect the reaction rate is as follows.
* Tools and materials: dropper pipettes, 50 mL beaker (3 pieces), 50 mL measuring cup, white paper marked
with a red X, stopwatch, 1 M HCl solution, 1 M Na2S2O3 solution, 0.5 M, and 0, 1 M.
* Work procedures:
a) In glass 1, put in 20 mL of 1 M Na2S2O3 solution, glass 2 put in 20 mL of 0.5 M Na2S2O3 solution, and
glass 3 put in 20 mL of 1 M Na2S2O3 solution.
b) Add 5 ml of 1 M HCl solution into glass 1, then with a stopwatch, record the time counted from the
addition of the HCl solution until the X mark on the paper was no longer visible.
c) Label 3 pieces of 50 mL beaker with 1,2 and 3
d) Place the labeled beaker on an X-marked paper
e) Repeat the same steps for glasses 2 and 3
Question:
a. Are the steps or stages in the work procedure above correct? If it's wrong, set the correct working steps
for the experiment above!
b. From this work procedure, what will be tested, and what is the purpose?
c. If we want to see the effect of temperature on the reaction rate, what work steps should be added to the
work procedure above?
d. If we add a work step as follows: Prepare 5 mL of 1 M Na 2S2O3 solution, put it in a beaker and add 10
mL of aqua dest and repeat the steps in point b. Then repeat this step with the addition of 20 mL and 30
mL of distilled water. Describe what could be tested and resulted from this step?
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